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Students neglect
health coverage

SIGHT FOR SORE RESERVOIRS

Estimated 40%
uninsured
By Marcia Lepler
Daly staff writer

Sady

Daily staff photographer

Umbrellas prevailed Monday morning in front of the Student Union. The storm is expected to continue through today.

This is the first of a two-part
series on student health insurance.
After rent and tuition are paid, and
food and books are bought, many students have little money left over to
purchase health insurance.
’They are one severe illness away
from bankruptcy," said Dr. Richard
Sanchez, student health services
director. He estimates that up to 40
percent of the approximately 30,000
SJSU students are uninsured.
These students must pay out of
their own pockets for medical services that Student Health Services
cannot provide.
Take a simple appendectomy.
At Valley Medical Center, where
most uninsured students would go,
surgery and three days of recovery in
a semi-private room could cost as
much as $12,000 according to a representative in the hospital’s revenue
control department.
A tonsillectomy performed as outpatient could cost $4.000.
But the biggest bills, the representative said, would come from the
intensive care unit where each day’s
charges exceed $1,600 just for the
room and nursing care. Blood tests,
medications, x-ray and treatments

could easily push the cost 01 a few
days stay into the tens of thousands.
While Sanchez is concerned about
the price of hospitalization and
surgery, he is also worried about a
somewhat less expensive, but more
common problem., outpatient treatment by a specialist in the community.
This would include doctors like
cardiologists, neurologists and lung
specialists.
"If we have to refer a student to a
specialist in the community, the bill
could be $500-$1,000 or more,"
Sanchez said. "That amount can be
overwhelming to a student who earns
$9 an hour in a part-time job and pays
for school."
Sanchez said he fears there are
thousands of uninsured SJSU students.
Some are too old to be covered
under their parent’s health insurance
policy. Others are ineligible for Medical because they are over 21 and do
not meet the criteria of the state funded program.
Still other students work part time
and are not provided health insurance
by their employers. They earn too
much to qualify for the Santa Clara
County sponsored Medically Indigent
Adult program, but earn too little to
afford the cost of health insurance,
which can cost from $247 for an A.S.
sponsored policy to thousands for private policies.
See HEALTH, Page 3

Lewis honored despite award conflict Artist fights for right to perform
By Smits Patel
Daily staff reporter

Notes of discord have recently been
sounding between two SJSU alumni, and
what should be a harmonious occasion for
San Jose City Councilwoman Shirley
Lewis has struck a sour note.
The decision by SJSU’s Institute For
Arts and Letters, an arm of the College of
Humanities and the Arts, to name SJSU
alumna Shirley Lewis Patron of the Arts
has drawn the ire of friends and family of
another SJSU graduate, Pamela Resch.
Resch is the pianist who was busted by
San Jose police last summer for holding
concerts in her San Jose home.
Resch and her friends claim Lewis is
not qualified to be named a Patron of the
Arts because of her opposition to a re-zoning proposal put forward by San Jose City
Councilman David Pandori which would
have allowed the Resches to continue
holding concerts in their home. Resch
said.

to have ordinances that are selective in
their enforcement.
"My vote was not against the Rcsches
or against the art. It was against allowing
commercial activity in a residential area,"
Lewis said.
The Resches, however, maintain that
the action showed Lewis to be insensitive
to the arts.
"I think she ignored the arts," said
Michael Hurley, the Resches’ lawyer.
Despite the controversy and phone
calls of protest from supporters and the
Resches, the college still intends to award
Lewis the honor because of her long history of support for the arts.
"We regret any grievance that the
Resches may have, but we are going to go
ahead with our decision," said SJSU
English professor Alan Soldofsky, director
of the Center of I.iterary arts, a division of
the institute.

’INvo o icers of the San Jose vice squad
raided the Resches’ Naglee Part residence
in July and broke up a piano recital the
police claimed was illegal. The Resches
were charged with operating a business
without a license and in an area zoned for
residential use. The city also cited the
Resches for back taxes on their business,
and issued a fine. The police charges were
subsequently dropped.
In response to this, Pandori, councilman for that district, proposed a modification in the zoning code to permit "salon
concerts," which would allow people living in residential areas to hold small concerts in their homes under a "conditional
use permit." according to Margaret Tholes,
assistant to Pandori.
The measure failed in the council 7-4,
with Lewis siding with the opposition.
Tames said.
Lewis said she voted against the measure because it could have led to other
zoning problems, and that it is impossible

See LEWIS, Page 3

SJSU aluma awaits
decision on home concerts
By Smits Patel
Daily staff writer

A night of music turned into months of frustration and hassles for SJSU graduate Pamela
Resch and her husband Bill, after officers from
the San Jose vice squad broke up Resch’s piano
recital in their home last July.
"Ite world-renowned pianist, who was named
outstanding performer of the year at SJSU in
1969 and 1970. and debuted in London in 1973,
now hopes San Jose’s city attorney will decide in
her favor this week and allow her to resume her
in -home recitals.
The couple’s troubles started when members
of the vice squad saw their advertisement in the
Metro newspaper, inviting people to an "intimate
and romantic" evening. The police interpreted the
ad to mean that illicit activity was going on,
according to the couple’s lawyer, Michael Hurley.
The ad also contained a letter from one of
Pamela Resch’s students mentioning the free

glass of wine and the "killer brownies" she had at
the recital, Hurley said.
The ad, which also included a picture of
Pamela Resch who happens to be young and
attractive, Hurley said prompted the vice
squad to suspect that something more than classical music was being offered at these recitals.
Two officers from the vice squad bought tickets to one of the recitals, and at the end of the
evening, as the guests were filing out, arrested
and fingerprinted Bill Resch.
"I was fingerprinted in front of my neighbors
and guests," he said.
However, the Resches had already stopped
serving wine after the State Alcohol and
Beverage Control office informed them they
needed a liquor license to serve wine to their
guests, according to Pamela Resch.
The "killer brownies" were so called because
of the amount of chocolate used in them, and not
because of any illicit ingredients, and the only
alcohol present at the time of the arrest was some
wine the guests themselves had brought, Hurley
See RESCH, Page 3

Students get another chance to remember UPD finds dead woman
AIDS quilt
returns to SJSU
By Atoosa Savarnejad
Daily staff writer

To increase awareness of the dangers of IIIV infection, the NAMES
Project AIDS Memorial Quilt will
once again make an appearance at the
Student Union Ballroom on Feb. 12
and 13.
In its second, and perhaps last, presentation of the NAMES Quilt on this
campus, the project will feature an
opening ceremony on Wednesday at
11 am.
At the ceremony, the unfolding of
the quilt will be marked with presentations from members of the SJSU community and a speaker from the Santa
Clara County Health Department.
People have false ideas about the
HIV virus, according to Naz Motayar,
coordinator for the peer education program in SJSU’s department of health
services.
The NAMES quilt project plays a
part in changing perceptions of the
disease and how it can affect lives.
To further education, representatives from different organizations both
on and off campus will set up information booths on the main level of the
Student Union to answer questions
students may have regarding AIDS
and other health issues.
Representatives from YM(’A will
also he there to offer free cholesterol
screening.
Since this is an educational event
and open to the public, admission is
free, but there will be a donation box
set up by the Peer AIDS Education
Committee .
The whole quilt is too large to put

on display all at once, said Mike
Kenunerrer. co-president of the Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual Alliance and a
peer educator for Student Health
Services.
The entire quilt spread out would
cover two football fields, Kemmerrer
said.
Less than one percent will be on
display in the Student Union.
The quilt is divided into 12 -foot
sections composed of eight three-foot
by six-foot panels sewn together.
In total, there are over 16,000 individual panels, each with its own story.
Kenunerrer said.
"Overall, it is a very healing, educational experience," said Motayar
The preparation for bringing the
quilt to campus takes at least three
months, which is why the health
department won’t be bringing the
NAMES quilt back after this year.
according to Motayar.
But the NAMES quilt, started in
1985 by long-time San Francisco gayactivist Cleve Jones, is separate from
SJSU and will continue its annual
tours of the United States.
To mark the closing ceremony of
the quilt, t’anadian actor/director
David McLean will put on a live theatrical solo act entitled, "Quarantine of
the Mind," said Peer Education
Coordinator Jan Perez.
The Jim Walters award will also be
presented at the closing ceremony,
Perez said.
Jim Walters was an SJSU student
Who died of AIDS last year.
Started last year, the award is pic
tented to one student annually for ouistanding service in health education.
AIDS education and community service, according to Patti Fahey. an arts
major who was presented with the
award last year.

in Duncan Hall walkway
By John Perez
Daily staff writer

The southwest breezeway of
Duncan Hall is just a walkway to
some, but to one fifty -year-old
woman, it was her final resting place.
At 2 a.m. Monday, University
Police Officer Bach Iran found a
black woman approximately fifty
years of age. The San Jose Fire
Department was called and after arrivlug on the scene, confirmed that the
woman was dead,
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Investigator Bryan Garret of the
Santa Clara County Coroner’s Office
was notified and took over the investigation when he arrived.
The coroner is listing the body as a
Jane Doe (unidentified) and according
to a UPD log, no foul play is believed
to he involved in her death.
The coroner will perform an autopsy in five to eight days to determine
the exact cause of death. "lhe coroner
said until the next of kin is located and
notified, no other details will be given.

Clumsy cat burglar plummets
three floors to flowery arrest

k
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By John Perez
Duly staff wnter

Duly file photo

Students take a few moments to read panels on the AIDS quilt.
when it was last displayed in the Student Union in February, 1991.

When the resident of a fourth -floor
Colonnade apartment looked out on to
the balcony Saturday night, more than
flowers looked back from the flower
bed.
James Skinner, a 27 -year -old
parolee from Santa Clara, in an apparent burglary attempt had fallen from a
rope ladder he had attached to an airconditioning unit on the roof of the
Fourth and San Carlos apartment
house.
He was taken into custody by the
San Jose Police Department.
Skinner was dressed in black and
had assorted tools with him when he
was caught.
According to an SJPD report,
Skinner had scaled down the building
until he got to the fifth floor were he
apparently lost his grip and fell onto
the balcony below.
Skinner lay in the flower beds until

San Jose police officers Westphal and
Lomazzi made contact with him at
10:45 p.m.
According to the report. "the door
to the roof was locked, so he must
have gotten in through a roof hatch
which must be left open because of a
fire code regulation."
After a brief struggle, the suspect
was taken by ambulance to San Jose
Medical Center.
He was treated for minor cuts and
bruises and was turned over to the
SJ PD.
Skinner was later taken to Santa
Clara County Jail where he was
booked for first -degree burglary and
criminal trespassing.
Skinner could not he released on
hail because of a "parole hold" put on
him by his parole officer for violating
the terms of his parole.
Skinner is scheduled to be
arraigned today at 1:30 p.m.
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EDITORIAL
Lack of alarm over
ozone layer alarming
Media yawns as
hole in the sky
grows larger
up, world,
Wake
there is a big
problem up
there.
Yes, up there.
Another alarming finding concerning
the ozone layer was disclosed on Feb. 3
by NASA scientists. This time it is
especially alarming.
Because the highest levels ever
measured of ozone-destroying chemicals
have been found over the northern
hemisphere. it’s predicted that an ozone
hole will develop this winter over
densely populated regions of the United
States, ("rinada and Europe, NASA
scientists said.
Now, did everyone catch that’? ’Ibis
winter.
Because they were so alarmed, the
scientists decided to release this
information before completion of the
data analysis in late March.
One NASA scientist, Michael J.
Kurylo, said the concern is no longer just
in remote areas but has extended to
heavily populated areas in the northern
hemisphere.
The problem is that no one else seems
to be alarmed by this.
The San Jose Mercury News ran the
story on the front page, yet it ran with a
sinall headline and paled in comparison
to the looming Japan -bashing story.
’Ibat’s right. Japan bashing took center
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it that there is so much
about female rape cases
and absolutely nothing on
male rape cases?
Last semester I decided to do my takehome final paper on male rape. ’Ibis is
new and original, I thought and could
boost my final grade.
Ilnfortunately for me, I found only
one article and that was about a survey
that had been done in England. I suppose
I wasn’t that surprised. I don’t think
anybody believes in male rape anyway.
I didn’t believe in it either. In fact it
had never even crossed my mind that
something like that could even happen.
thin! I actually came across somebody
who claimed he had been raped.
The few people that I mentioned it to
didn’t believe my story. They thought
there was something wrong with me for
associating with that person. I.ike it was
a contagious disease that was going to
rub off on me.
That is how I felt too at first. I cut my
interview short at that point, using the
excuse that I had a class to go to. Truth
was. it made me physically sick when he
mentioned he had been raped nearly two
decades ago.
But curiosity got the better of me and
alter a couple of days, when I had had
time to let it sink in a bit, I went back to
get the rest of the story.
I was skeptical at first. I didn’t believe
what I was told because I didn’t think
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stage to the alarming ozone story.
People seemed to be more concerned
with the "American -workers-are-toopreoccupied-on -Fridays" comment
uttered by Kabun Muto, the conservative
Japanese lawmaker, than with an
immense hole in the atmosphere
expected to develop this winter.
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Many people didn’t even read the
article, deeming it "yet another stor),
about the ozone layer."
What’s it going to take for the world
to wake up and start a serious ecological
revolution? Are we just going to wait
until our winters are a month long and
the infliction of an eye cataract by a day
at the beach becomes the norm’?
The ozone layer protects the Earth
from the ruinous effects of ultra-violet
radiation. Among the problems that come
with ozone depletion are an increase in
skin cancer, impaired immune systems
and a disruption in agriculture
worldwide.
The thinning is caused when
atmospheric molecules of chlorine
monoxide and bromine monoxide react
in the presence of the sunlight. Most of
these destructive chemicals are released
as a result of industrial chemicals known
as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and other
various agents found in hair sprays,
styrofoam and other common household
items.
We need to reign in all contributing
factors that add to the depletion of the
ozone layer. The releasing of CFCs needs
to he halted and alternatives need to be
sought.
This is not a joking matter and it
needs to be taken seriously by
everyone. The scientists at NASA felt we
needed to know of these findings early
and we need to respect that feeling of
urgency.
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FORUM toosa Savarnejail
Male rape laws needed
talk
Wby

VHS

anybody who had been raped would
voluntarily offer that information to
anyone. But after fifteen minutes. I
decided he was telling me the truth.
Listening to the story, I could not help
but think: What if this had happened to
one of my friends? Here was an ordinary
man, who was, by the way, heterosexual.
who obviously didn’t have a clue as to
what was going to happen to him when
he accepted a ride from a stranger while
he was hitchhiking. It was alarming to
think that it could happen to anyone.
What were the rights of this man who
had been raped’? The ITS, law does not
even recognize male rape as a criminal
act. flow can someone be protected when
the law says what you are describing
never actually happened?
As a society becoming increasingly
more aware of sexual harassment towards
women, I think we tend to forget that
there are times when there is no line
separating the men from the women.
It is too early at this point to take any
serious action. We are too concerned
about sexual offenses against women to
even think about male rape. But the
legislature needs to recognize this as an
official criminal act. Some action is
definitely needed, if not now then later.
Maybe there will he a men’s liberation
movement someday.

Moose,

Fred Limpert Spartan Daily

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Launder’s no slouch
Editor,
This letter is in response to Christopher
I). English’s comments regarding Associated
Students President Nicole Launder (Campus
Viewpoint, Spartan Daily, Friday).
First, Mr. English stated that Ms. Launder
"did not even show up for the (University
Foundation) meeting where equity sharing
was discussed."
For everyone’s information, the A.S.
President is expected to attend numerous
meetings throughout any given week with
fellow students, faculty, staff, administrators,
alumni and community leaders. She must
adhere to her previously scheduled commitments which means that sometimes she is
forced to miss unexpected meetings.
Second, Mr. English says that Ms.
Launder "is clearly wrong when she claims
that students would not be upset at spending
the money ... which is clearly indicative of
her incompetence as a student representative’
I will correct Mr. English again. I was
present at the emergency meeting of the
University Foundation on Dec. 19, 1991 and
never heard Ms I aunder say that. What
did hear was M.. :milder voicing her opin-

ion that the proposed loan by the University
Foundation to buy a presidential home was
the wrong approach. She showed concern
not just for the students but also for the faculty who generated about 80 percent of the
Foundation’s funds.
Third, Mr. English tried to confuse the
issue by including the following statement,
"(Ms. Launder) also claimed that students
supported Barry Munitz."
This statement, besides being totally
unrelated to the issue at hand, is also untrue.
For those students who have had the privilege to work with Ms. Launder, she is found
to be one of the most competent, involved,
representative student leaders that this
Associated Students has every known.
At every meeting that she attends in her
capacity as representative of our 30.061 students, which includes Mr. English, she
always makes sure that everyone there
knows that we, the students, are the largest
and most important constituency on this
campus and that our opinions and concerns
must be answered.
Finally. I would advise Mr. English and
all of you, as concerned and dedicated students, to attend the meetings of the A.S.
Board of Directors every Wednesday at 3
p.m. in the A.S. Council Chambers (3rd
lbw of the Student I Inion) to let your stu-

dent representatives know your opinions and
concerns.
All of us together can and do make a difference.
Miguel Valle Avila
Vice -Chair, A.S. Board of Directors
A.S. Director of Intercultural Affairs
Senior, Biological Sciences

We encourage your letters and viewpoints
about current campus -related issues and
anything else you want to get off your chest.
To submit a letter to the editor or a
Campus Viewpoint, drop by the Spartan
Daily newsroom, Dwight Bentel Hall 209
during regular business hours or mail your
contribution to the Forum Editor, The
Spartan Daily, Department of Journalism
and Mass Communications,San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Contributions ’num be typed or neatly
written and must be accompanied by the
author’s name and signature, major and
year in school (if a student), address and a
daytime telephone number for verification.
All submissions become the property of
the Spartan Daily and will be edited for
libel, grammar and length.

CAMPUS
Stephanie van Schoor
VIEWPOINT
Ifyou don’t like it, get out and vote

Savarnejad is a Daily staff

writer.

NEWS Room 924-3280
FAX 924-3282
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you’ve been hiding under
Unless
a rock, you’ve probably noticed
that it’s getting more and more
difficult to get required classes.
I Ines are getting longer and longer all
over campus. Even graduating seniors are
being denied access to classes which they
need to graduate.
While I am as angry and frustrated as
the next person, maybe there is a bright
side. Perhaps students will filially become
angry enough to actually do something.
If you are not registered to vote, take a
few moments to do it. If you are, show up
on election day. Write to your
representatives on the suite and federal

level. Yon can get their names, addresses
and phone numbers by calling the
Registrar of Voters at (408 ) 2.95-7400.
Believe it or not, every letter is read, every
phone call tallied.
I’ve heard so many people say that
their vole, or their letter, can’t make a
difference. Well, my friends, this is a copout. If you can’t lake the time to even
register to vote, then you nave no right to
complain.
Government officials give breaks to the
rich because the rich vote. Why should
they help us if we don’t seem to care. You
can bet that if the 30,00) disgruntled
students at SIMI took a few moments to
say. "I will not vote for you unless you

Stephanie van Schoor is a senior
majoring in psychology.
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support education." their representatives
would sit up and take notice. If students
across the state look a stand, money
would be thrown our way, and fast.
While I have definite opinions on who
should and should not be holding office.
my point is not to extol the virtues of any
one candidate or issue. The point is, if you
’re led up, I urge you to do something
about it. Let your representatives know
your feelings about education or any other
issue that concerns you.
Nothing will change unless we demand
it.
We can make a difference.

924-3270
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ASSI(IATE I) STUDENTS
LEISURE SERVICES:
Spartaerobics class sign-ups, 8:30 a.m.4:30 p.m.,A.S. Business Office, call
924-5945.
ASIAN AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Missions night, 7:00 p.m., S.U.
Costanoan km.. call 295-5360.
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT CENTER: Co-op
orientation. 12:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Rm.; Organizing your job hunt, 2 p.m.,
S.U. Umunhum Rm.; Choosing your
aviation arena, 4:30 p.m., S.U.
Umunhum Rm., call 924-6033.

CHEMISTRY DEPT.: Seminar Inorganic chemistry at Raychem, 4:30
p.m. -5:30 p.m., DH 135, call 924-5000.
MARKETING CLUB: First
meeting with prizes, 3:30 p.m., S.U.
A.S. Council Chambers, call 266-1429.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
STUDENT SOCIETY OF
AMERICA: Meeting with guest
speakers, 7 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Rm.,
call 358-1484.
REENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Reentry support group,
noon-1:30 p.m., ADM 201, call 9245930.
SJSU CYCLING TEAM: Meeting,
7 p.m., S.U. Almaden Rm., call 2986928.

WEP/1/EYDR 72
AD -CLUB: Meeting, 7p.m., S.U.
Costanoan Rm., call 286-6026.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS:
Open meeting, 12:15p.m., Campus
Ministry Center basement, call 2669606.

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
LEISURE SERVICES:
Spartaerobics class sign-ups, 8:30a.m.4:30p.m.,A.S. Business Office, call
924-5945.
ASIAN BUSINESS LEAGUE:
Meeting, 2:30p.m., S.U. Pacheco Rm..
call 929-2405.
CAMPUS DEMOCRATS:
Meeting, 7:30p.m., A.S. Council
Chambers, call 283-5606.
CATHOLIC NEWMAN
COMMUNITY: "Exploring Catholic
Faith," 7:30-9p.m., Campus Christian
Center (10th and San Carlos). call 2980204.

Gene gives group good grammar
CHICAGO (AP)
A single dominant gene controls the ability to learn
grammar, said a researcher who studied a family whose members don’t
know to add "ed" for the past tense of
verbs or "s" for plural nouns.
Myrna Gopnik of Montreal’s
McGill University said Monday the
studies show that in all other ways the
members are intellectually normal.
But, she said, "Language is a problem they solve by sheer wit."
She said people lacking the grammar gene "are worn out just by talking" because they must continually
struggle with verb tense and noun plurals.
"The hardest part for them is people thinking that they are stupid,"
Gopnik said.
"They are not. You have to think of
them as people without a native language."
Gopnik reported on her research at
the meeting of the American

Association for the Advancement of
Science.
Steven Pinker of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology said it was
first suggested in the 1960s that there
was a genetic component to learning
language and that recent studies, such
as that by Gopnik, supports that
belief.
Ile said his research shows that
learning words and learning to apply
the rules of grammar are two different
functions springing from different
parts of the brain.
People with a normal grammar
gene naturally learn language rules
that make verbs past tense or turn
nouns into plurals. Gopnik said.
People lacking the gene, however,
must learn through another intellectual
process how to change verbs and
nouns.
"They will say ’today I walk, yesand they don’t know how
terday I
to finish," said Gopnik.

"For some reason they don’t build
the general rules of language" such as
adding the "ed" to make walk past
tense.
Gopnik studied a family in which,
of 30 members across three generations, 16 suffered from the inability to
.
learn grammar rules.
Otherwise, the 16 were normal, as
were the unaffected family members.
"They have not found a genetic
marker for this gene," said Gopnik.
"But we have very good evidence
that it is genetic."
Inheriting the language defect follows classic rules of genetics, said
Gopnik.
A member of the family has a 30
percent chance of inheriting the language problem, while the rest of the
population has a 3 percent chance.
Studies by other researchers have
supported the existence of a grammar
gene, she said.
One showed that if one identical
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From Front Page
Even international students,
according to Sanchez, are often uninsured.
The exchange students come from
countries where medicine is socialized
and not something they have to budget
separately.
Though Student Health Services
can meet 80-90 percent of the basic
medical needs of students, according
to Sanchez, the problem for the uninsured student comes when their medical needs exceed what health service
can provide.
Beyond preventive care, limited

From Front Page

specialty care and the diagnosis and
treatment of relatively minor illness
and injury, students must look to the
community and pay accordingly.
In addition, on the weekends and in
the evenings when Student Health
Service is closed, students who need
treatment must seek care in the community.
"Fhe tragedy for a student without
insurance," said Dean Batt, interim
executive vice president and long-time
student health advocate, "is that the
issue sometimes comes to the forefront only after something devastating
.happens."

LEWIS
From Front Page
Lewis has long been a staunch supporter of the arts in San Jose,
Soldofsky said, and was instrumental
in developing the San Jose Fine Arts
Commission, an advisory committee
for the city council which helps fund
the arts in San Jose.
The institute annually hosts a dinner and poetry reading to raise funds
and matching grants for local artists
and writers. Soldofsky said.
This year, members of the institute
decided to recognize an outstanding
supporter of the ails and an outstand-

mg artist, Soldofsky said.
"We want to pay tribute to artists
and patrons in the community who
make this a very rich environment for
the arts," he said.
Lewis was selected to receive the
first Patron of the Arts honor and
George Cleve, retiring musical director for the San Jose Symphony will
receive the Artist’s Award, Soldofsky
said.
The award will be presented to
Lewis at the dinner on March 19, and
will be followed by a free poetry
reading by San Francisco poet
Lawrence Ferlinghetti at 8 p.m.

said.
The police dropped the criminal
charges two days later, following a
complaint by San Jose City
Councilman David Pandori.
But the Resches still have to contend with the city over the issue of
the
unpaid business taxes and
resulting penalty.
Under the San Jose city code,
music teachers are entitled to a taxfree business license, as long as they
have no sign on their house, no
employees and no substantial sale of
merchandise, Hurley said.
Under this code, Pamela Reach is
within her rights to teach music appreciation through her recitals and her
only mistake was in not applying for
her tax-free license, Hurley said.
If the city gives this tax-free license
to the Reaches, the issue of back taxes

twin suffered a language difficulty,
there was an 80 percent chance that
the other would also, said Gopnik.
For non-identical twins, there was
only a 35 percent chance that both
would have the problem.
Thomas G. Bever of the University
of Rochester said his research shows
that families with left-handed members may inherit a tendency to process
language differently.
He said that righthanders with no
left-handed family members are more
senstive to the grammatical structures
of language than are righthanders with
left-handed relatives.
Right handers with some left-handed relatives can recall and use individual words more skillfully than members of an all right-handed family, said
Bever.
This suggests, he said, that there is
an inherited or genetic component to
naturally learning grammar rules or in
the ability to use individual words.

and the subsequent penalty will
become irrelevant.
The city attorney is now considering their petition to obtain this license
and is due to give the answer on Feb.
13, Pamela Reach said.
Meanwhile Resch, who has performed in New York’s Carnegie Hall
and made four recordings, has
received support from influential quarters.
Journalist William F. Buckley has
written to San Jose Mayor Susan
Hammer in support of Pamela Reach,
whose performance he once hosted,
and has written articles about the incident, one of which will be appearing
in the next issue of the National
Review, Reach said.
The couple’s story also was featured on NBC’s Nightly News, which
included a performance by Reach.

Give Yourself an Edge in the Job Hunt
Join Now. Everyone’s Welcome.
Our special Speaker Series InGiudos Ronnie Lott or Roger Craig who
will speak for CLS Sports Marketing, and Regis McKenna The man who
markets Saloon Valley. Great America. and Valley I air Mall Plus morn’
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CHICAGO (AP) Drugs that
mimic the action of adrenalin can
boost protein and cut fat in lamb,
beef and pork, a researcher said
Monday.
"We can markedly improve the
composition of the carcass from
which retail cuts are taken," said
Donald H. Beermann of Cornell
University in Ithaca, N.Y.
The drugs also increase the efficiency of meat production, raising
yields while decreasing the amount
of feed required, Beennarm said at
the annual meeting of the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
David L. Meeker, a scientist
with the National Pork Producers
Council, said farmers generally
favor such drugs but are concerned
about becoming dependent upon
the large biotechnology companies

PHOTO
DRIVEUP

that produce them.
Meeker said that because many
low-fat cuts of meat are already on
the market, the most important
effect of the drugs would be to
increase fanners’ efficiency.
Existing low -fat varieties of
meat have been produced partly by
breeding low -fat varieties of cattle
and pigs, but principally by trimming more fat off the meat as it is
butchered, said Meeker.
The adrenalin-like drugs are a
class of drugs called beta agonists.
Beermann found that beta agonists increased muscle mass in the
hind legs of lambs by as much as
40 percent and boosted total protein content by 20 percent to 25
percent.
At the same time, the drugs cut
fat content by 10 percent to 20 percent, Beermann said.
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Drugs pump up protein while
reducing fat in lamb, beef, pork

Meeting: Tuesday, Feb. 11 at 3:30 p.m.
in A.S. Council Chambers

Classifieds ranging from $10-$20.
Most creative & original classified will win
a free dinner for two at Taylor St. Grill.

Deposit
Required

THE NAMES PROJECT AIDS
MEMORIAL QUILT DISPLAY:
Opening ceremony, I la.m., S.U.
Ballroom, call 924-6143.
SJSU FANTASY/STRATEGY
CLUB: "Ravenloft Vampire Punk,"
5:30p.m., S.U. Almaden Rm., call 9247097.
STUDENT HEALTH
ADVISORY COMMITTEE: Third
Annual Health Exploration Fair, 9a.m.3p.m., S.D. Main Level, call 924.6143.

SJSU Marketing Club

Looking for that unique Valentine
Don’t just say "I love you", show:!
in the Cupid Classified.

10AM - 4PM

COUNSELING SERVICES: Art
Therapy Group, 1:30-3:30p.m., ADM
269, call 924-5919.
DELTA SIGMA PI: "Meet the
Chapter," 7:30p.m., S.U. Guadalupe
Rm., call 293-9445.
DEPT. OF BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCE: Seminar by MU Civil
Engineering Prof. Rhea Williamson,
1:30p.m., Dil 135. call 924-4900.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
ASSOC.: "Human Rights in Chile:
Veronica de Negri," 11:30a.m.- I p.m..
AS. Council Chambers, call 924-5566.
MECHA: Meeting, 6-7p.m., Chicano
Resource Co., call 288-6470.
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Date FEB.12 - FEB. 14 Time

PHONE: 924-3280
FAX: 924-3282

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations at
no charge. Deadline for submission: S p.m. two days before publication. Forms are available
at the Spartan Daily, DBH 209. Limited space may force reducing the number of insertions.

SPARTAN PAINTBALL CLUB:
First meeting. 7 p.m., HGH 118, call
275-0959.
TAU DELTA PHI: Informational
meeting for prospective members,
6p.m., S.U. Loma Prieta Rm., call 2463047
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Residents, motorists rescued during California flood
Drenching rains
1,0S ANGEI.ES (AP)
flooded two square miles of the San Fernando
Valley on Monday, stranding motorists who
climbed atop submerged automobiles and were
plucked to safety by rescue helicopters.
The dramatic midday rescues in the floodravaged Sepulveda Dam Recreation Area came
at the height of a fierce winter storm soaking
Southern California.
Several people clung to trees engulfed by
the rising floodwaters. At one point, someone
being hoisted by a city Fire Department helicopter fell about 100 feet, but it wasn’t known
if the unidentified person was injured.
No injuries were reported and fire BataIlion
Chief John Mitiendorl said approximately 30
people were rescued.
The usually dry Los Angeles River spilled
over its banks due to intense downpours and at
least 20 automobiles were submerged within
minutes.
By late afternoon, the storm had dumped
3.86 inches of rain in the west valley, said
meteorologist Scott Entrekin of the National
Weather Service. By contrast, downtown Los
Angeles had recorded little more than a halfinch.

I he storm dumped most of its rain in the
north valley and dumping a lot of rain in the
canyons. A letup wasn’t expected until early
Tuesday, Entrekin said.
Firefighters in canoes paddled from car
rooftop to rooftop as waters rose to 25 -feet
deep in some areas, swamping cars, trucks, a
catering truck, fire equipment and a TV news
van. About 40 people were rescued.
"It was so quick," said an astonished
motorist rescued by a lifeguard boat.
"I was scared. I was so scared. The water
was aiming up to my window so I decided to
open the window and get out," said Nasrin
Karimee, 21, of Van Nuys.
She bailed out of her swamped Honda on
Woodley Avenue and made her way to a tree
branch, where she waited two hours before a
rescue helicopter plucked her to safety.
Runoff backed up by the Sepulveda Darn,
15 miles northwest of downtown, flooded the
flood control basin, where busy four-lane
Burbank Boulevard runs parallel to the Ventura
Freeway. Woodley and Haskell avenues were
also under water. Several freeways in the area
were closed due to flooding just in time to
cripple the rush hour commute.

"Ilic water’s rising," said Dave Jenkins at
the Balboa Gold Course pro shop before hanging up the telephone to obey firefighters’
orders to evacuate.
"The storm just hit. The intensity was so
strong in the valley area and the basin did what
it was supposed to do ... but there just happened to be some people in there," said Public
Works spokeswoman Donna Guyovich.
For an idea of the volume of water
involved, outflow from Sepulveda Dam was
15,000 cubic feet per second at 1:30 p.m. but
declined to 8,600 cfs by 3 p.m., said Ms.
Guyovich.
At l’ujunga Wash, a tributary feeding into
the river several miles downstream, the flow
peaked at 35,000 cfs at 2 p.m. but was down to
20,000 cfs an hour later. Ten miles south of
downtown Los Angeles the flow rate was
36,000 cfs at 3 p.m.
"I think it’s like one of those horrible
movies. It’s like a nightmare. It was really bad.
We were scared that we’re not going to be able
to come out," Frieda Malkugian said after
being rescued from her submerged cur.
Max Rabinowitz, also rescued from the
water, said: "Almost everything got flooded

and we couldn’t !nose, couldn’t go anywhere.
We left our cars over there, everything is flooded, and all the cars are gone."
An unusual flash flood warning was issued
by the National Weather Service fix low-lying
areas of the Los Angeles area and the Police
Department placed its five San Fernando
Valley divisions under tactical alert.
The fierce storm moved in Sunday evening
and soaked the drought parched region with
more than an inch of rain in the coastal and
valley areas, while heavy snow fell in the
mountains.
A 10-man lifeguard crew in inflatable rescue boats plied the Sepulveda Basin floodwaters for stranded motorists.
The Sepulveda 1)am Recreation Area is a
huge depression in the center of the San
Fernando Valley used to control flooding by
the Los Angeles River.
The river, running from the northwestern
San Fernando Valley, crosses the center of the
recreation area en route to the east end of the
valley where it turns south, passing near downtown on its way to Long Beach Harbor.
The basin, normally dry, has three golf
courses and other sports anus, a wildlife area,

wat,1 reclamation plant, emiunuter parking
lots and agricultural fields. Major boulevards
also cross the basin.
Mud and water oozed into homes in
Westlake Village and Malibu’s Las Flores
Canyon after a series of deluges, said Inspector
Robert Lockett of the Los Angeles County Fire
Department. Around half a dozen homes were
flooded.
More storms lining up in the Pacific Ocean
were expected to move ashore throughout the
week. The snow level dipped to 4,500 feet
early Monday.
Interstate 5 over the Tehachapi Pass was
temporarily closed by the California Highway
Patrol because of heavy snow, and Malibu
Canyon’s Las Virgenes Road was closed
because of rock and mud slides, said CHP
Officer Al Michel.
The Daily News of Los Angeles newsroom
was evacuated after a lightning strike knocked
out power to the newspaper’s Woodland Hills
headquarters. The lightning struck at 11:15
am. as an intense storm squall moved through.
About 400 employees were evacuated from
the Warner Center complex, which was without power for more than two hours.
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Perfect Look
Hair Design
for Men and Women

r Cross the Border for Lunch
La Huasteca laqueria

$1 off

Any hair or nail service
Reg. haircut price $6, perms $18 4. up
Coupon Expires 2-29-92

L

I

Purchase any burrito or torta
and receive a free drink
Expires 2-15-92
from McDonald’s) 287-7473
(across
St
Third
330 S.

284 B 11th St.
(Corner of San Carlos next to 7-11)
292-4641
Open 7 Days a Week

CAPITAL OF SII

Downtown Events
Thurs. - Sat.
Feb. 13 - 15

Winter Book Sale
San Jose Public Library

Friends of the San Jose Public Library will hold its Winter Sale of donated
books, featuring a wide variety of fiction, nonfiction, biographies, reference
materials, children’s books and record albums. Saturday, February 15 bring
a grocery bag and fill it up with books for only $2.00! Open Thursday Friday 10-5:30 p.m. and Saturday 10-4:30 p.m. at the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Main Library, 180W. San Carlos St. For information, call 277-4846.

Sat. & Sun.
Feb. 15-16

The Tech Museum of Innovation

Create your own version of "The Imaginative Chip" with any wild
combination of tracks and curves that carry moving balls and trigger
unexpected reactions just like the one at The Tech’s front entrance.
Workshop open Saturday and Sunday 10-4 p.m. Experiment in the MultiMedia Lab with the latest laser disk players and interactive software
accessing a world of graphics, sound, animation and video under computer
control. Lab open 10:30-12:30 p.m. and 1:30-4:30 p.m. Lab and workshop
arc free with museum admission at 145W. San Carlos St. For information,
call 279-7150.

City Lights presents
"The Guitarron" r\
1 ’c‘
Theater-lovers will enjoy City lights Theater

Through Feb. 29

Company’s world premiere of The Guitarron, Lynne
Alvarcz’s magical play that weaves together the lives
of the residents of a small Mexican village. Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday, 8 p.m., 529 S. Second St.
$2 discount for students. For tickets, call 295-4200
Call the San Jose Downtown Association’s 24-hour
FYI line for upcoming events at 295-2265, Ext. 483.
For a free pocket-size Downtown Directory, call 279-1775.
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DID YOU
KNOW?
CENTER FOR
PERFORMING
ARTS
The Center for Performing Arts,
built in 1971, is home to the San
Jose Symphony, the San Jose
cleveland Ballet and the San Jose
Civic Light Opera.This dome shaped
structure was designed by Frank
Lloyd Wright. The Center for
Performing Arts seats 2,700 people.
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February Calendar of Events
5TH

San
Jose
Symphony’s
Masterworks Concert Series Feb. 13,
14,
15, and 16th includes
Mendelssohn:
The
Hebrides
Overture,
"Fingal’s
cave",
Lutoslawski: Concerto for Orchestra,
Brahms: Symphony No. 1 in C
minor. This series is part of a fourconcert series program conducted by
George Cleve. Single tickets range
from $8-$37. For further information
contact (408) 277-3900. Located at
255 Almaden Blvd. S.J..

6TH

7TH

6TH

8TH

10TH

11TH
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Mike Tyson found guilty of raping beauty queen
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Boxer Mike
"lyson was found guilty Monday of raping a
13 lack Miss Amenca contestant who said he
lured her to his hotel room and
overpowered her.
Jurors deliberated about nine hours
before reaching their verdict in the case,
which threatens to end the rags-to-riches
career of one of the most prominent athletes
of his generation. Tyson was the youngest
heavyweight champion ever, and had been
planning a comeback in a title fight against
champion Evander Holyfield this spring.
His trial followed, and was often
compared to, two other cases in which
relatively unknown women said they were
wronged by powerful men -Clarence
Thomas and William Kennedy Smith.
Tyson, whose stormy relations with
women have been the stuff of tabloid
headlines for years. offered an unusual
defense - that he was a crude womanizer
whose accuser must have known he wanted
sex.
He maintained that he was blunt about

his desires humn the outset, and that they
had sex with her consent.
"I didn’t violate her in any way," he
testified. "She never told me to stop, or I
was hurting her, nothing."
His accuser, at 18 the youngest pageant
contestant, testified that the boxer had
overpowered her in his hotel room, pinned
her on a bed with his forearm, stripped her,
raped her and laughed while she cried in
pain and begged him to stop.
"I said, ’Please, you’re hurting me!
Please, stop!’ And he started laughing, like
it was a game," she said.
The trial spanned nine days of testimony
and featured nearly 50 witnesses. Tyson,
25, was charged with one count of rape and
two counts of criminal deviate conduct. He
faces up to 60 years in prison.
The incident took place July 19 before
the Miss Black America pageant.
Besides the accuser, crucial prosecution
witnesses included an emergency room
doctor who said the woman suffered
injuries consistent with rape, and a

chauf cur who said the woman appeared
scared and shaken when she emerged from
"’Noon’s hotel.
Eleven pageant contestants testified for
the defense, which ironically sought to
portray Tyson as lewd and obsessed with
sex. Many described Tyson’s use of crude,
sexually explicit language.
Some also said they heard the accuser
make comments about his body, intellect
and net v. orth, bolstering a defense
argument that she was a gold-digger who
concocted a story of rape out of anger over
being treated as a one-night stand.
Others told a version of events closer to
that of the accuser, who said she never
heard the lewd remarks and never made any
suggestive remarks herself.
The woman said she met Tyson at a
pageant rehearsal. Later, he called from his
rented limousine and asked her to go
sightseeing, she said.
Tyson said the two kissed in the car, but
his accuser said she rebuffed his advances.
She said they stopped at Tyson’s hotel

presumably so he could make a phone call
or pick up his bodyguard. She said they
were watching television and talking
casually when Tyson told her, "You’re
turning me on."
The woman said she went to the
bathroom, and when she emerged Tyson
was sitting on the bed in his underwear.
"I was terrified," she said. "I said, ’It’s
time for me to leave.’ He said, ’Come here,’
and grabbed my arm. I said, ’Stop! Get off
me!’ I tried to fight. It was like hitting a
wall."
Tyson testified that she never protested.
He described a quick, intense sexual
encounter, after which she appeared
irritated when he refused to walk her
downstairs.
His accuser said she never asked him to
walk her downstairs.
Race became an issue in the trial, with
defense attorneys arguing that the jury pool
failed to represent Marion County’s racial
make-up, which is about 22 percent black.
Three of the 12 jurors chosen were

black, hut one Of diem asked to he excused
after a fire midway through the trial at the
hotel where the panel was sequestered. All
the jurors escaped unharmed.
Investigators said the fire, which killed
two firefighters and a hotel guest, was
believed to have started in a refrigerator.
Security was tightened outside the
courtroom afterward, however, and at the
jurors’ new location.
Tyson’s fans gathered at the courthouse
each day to show their support for the man
who in 1986, at age 20, became boxing’s
youngest heavyweight champ.
Tyson had begun life in poverty and
crime, then was rescued and steered into the
ring by trainer Cus D’ Amato.
D’Amato died in 1985 when Tyson was
19 and well on his way to boxing stardom..
There was a storybook quality to his
career then, but the story began to turn
tawdry later, starting with Tyson’s stormy
eight-month marriage to Robin Givens in
1988.
He lost his heavyweight title in 1990.
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TIED HOUSE

10% Off On All Columbia I
Sports Wear
And Ray Ban Sunglasses

Cafe & Brewery
An American Beerhall

(w/

Taste our GOLD MEDAL winner Tied House Dark,
our SILVER MEDAL winner Tied House Dry,
and our SIX other fresh, handcrafted brews

Telluride Ski Parkaa

\: JOSE

Travel packs
* Lowe
Jan Sport
* MEI
Back packs
Jan Sport
Caribou
Eagle Creek

OF SILICON VALLEY
Only 69.95

65 N. San Pedro
San Jose
408 295-BREW
954 Villa St.
Mountain View
415 965-BREW
#8 Pacific Marina
Alameda
510 521-4321

C ftz M Backpacking

L

481 E. San Carlos St. (between 10th & 11th)
297-9777
Exp. 2/29/92
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FREE PARKING IN SAN JOSE! (kind of)
Show us your dated parking stub and we’ll
subtract the parking fee from your lab when you buy
2 entrees OR a pitcher of beer
Not rand with any other promotion or offer

PARK PLAZA
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At Son Jose Live -- The Cathedral of Fun!
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Its always a party at San Jose Live And you’re invited’
Open daily at 11 30am, it’s non-stop action and
entertainment- shoot some hoops in our freethrow basketball court test your skill on one of
our over 50 electronic video games .shoot some
pool or throw darts grab a quick bite to eat at
our pizza & hotdog outlet or a full meal at
Sports City Cote check out the latest action on one of our
40 TV monitors or 5 giant screens dance the night away
lough your head off with live comedy In Puzzles every
Thursday ,.heck out the honest bands on Friday & Saturday
nights free Happy Hour Buffet Monday thru
Friday 5-7pm .and much, much morel
This month, join us at AMMO% Original
Sports flor on Monday nights for the
i wish it Were Summer leodtpz:,
ts free
loRitlIHawaiian luau Happy Hour Buffet from 5 7pm i L.1-1
hoop contest, tropical drink specials and
And on Tuesday, enter our pool tournament at
7pm. CASH prizes, drink specials and more
Or in Puzzles, loin Captain EO for Alternative
Night. Modern Rock mix ’111 2am every
Tuesday And If that Isn’t enough, loin us
In LW Ditty’s as our dueling piano
players pound out your favorite
sing-a-long tunes. .and Bladder
Busters all night long 1251 drafts
until somebody goes’)

And don’t miss The Dating Game in Puzzles on Wednesdays
Its outrageous, it’s wacky, and it’s only at Puzzles And
Ladies, you’ll have a chance to win hundred of dollar5 In the
Grob for Cash every Wednesday at
8 00, so be al San Jose Live
College Night is every Thursday at
San Jose live Si drafts Human
Bowling lyou gotta see it to believe it’,
Darts Tournament Sorority and fraternity
singing wars in ttl’s Ditty’s, pnd more’ Wear
your school colors proud and join the party
at Son Jose live every Thursday
It’s everything you can imagine and more.
all month long at Son Jose Lies Don’t miss ill
HMI Of Operation: Monday thru
Saturday 11 30am to 2 00am,
Sunday 11 30am to 12 00 midnight
Cover Mtge: Sunday-Wednesday NO COVER. Thursdays
$3 otter 8, Friday &
Saturday $5 after 8
-’S First St , Son lose

194-IIVE
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Hamlisch dazzles at Super Pops ’Dirty Dreams’ is

rousing success at
De Frank Center

By Stacey Goggln
Daily staff wow

The San Jose Symphony
Orchestra’s concert at the Event
Center Friday was not of the expected
classical works.
Instead, the performance, featuring
Marvin Hamlisch, was a program of
modem Broadway hits coupled with
stand-up comedy and singing.
Hamlisch was entertaining and the San
Jose Symphony played his music as if
the members themselves had composed it.
The concert was the second in the
symphony’s Super Pops! series, sponsored by the San Jose Mercury News.
The first half of the concert featured guest conductor Henry
Mollicone, an artist -in-residence at
Santa Clara University, who presented
three modem Broadway classics.
The lighting on a screen behind the
orchestra changed from red to orange
to blue to purple. It changed with the
pieces as well as the mood, representing a union between the sight and
sound of the music.
Mollicone opened with Leonard
Bernstein’s "Slava! A Political
Overture," a two minute, attention-getting, uplifting piece.
The second piece, George
Gershwin’s "An American In Paris"
first premiered at Carnegie Hall in
1928. It is a 15 -minute colorful,
romantic piece created to represent the
sounds of an American walking
through Paris, complete with taxi
horns.
The third piece was Maurice
Ftavel’s "Bolero’ (l929). It was backlit hot orange to emphasize the warm,
soothing Middle Eastern sound. It was
a piece of instrusolos
mental
which built to a
climactic ending
with cymbals and
e,
a gong.
For the second
half of the evening,
Hamlisch, the featured guest, was
both pianist and
comedian.
Hamlisch, a
New York composer and performer, has won many
awards including the Pulitzer Prize, a
Tony Award, three Oscars, four
Granunys and two Golden Globes.
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By Dorothy Klavins
Daily staff reporter

The musical "Dirty Dreams of a
Clean -Cut Kid" bounced off the
white walls of the DeFrank
Community Center Saturday night
and had the large crowd clapping
and cheering.
The first half of the show is a
romp of sex, doubts, memories and
dirty dreams. The second half gets
into the consequences of AIDS.
Author Henry Mach calls his writing "one of those moments when
life flashes in front of us." The
flash was there all through this perfomiance.
Dirty
Dreams takes
place in a
Community
Health Center 11,
where four
gay men are
waiting for
the results of
their AIDS
test.
First performed
at
Theatre
Rhinoceros in San Francisco in
May 1990, "Dirty Dreams" has
played mainly San Francisco. This
is the first performance in San
Jose, according to Brian Skaggs,
stage manager for the play.
The music relies heavily on ballads that are ’60s in origin, lowdown dirty blues and hand-clapping gospel music. There is even a
transformation of Dylan Thomas’s
poem ’Do Not Go Gently Into that
Good Night."
The composer, Paul Katz, used
mainly show tunes and cabaret
music. While the melodies are forgettable, the lyrics are what it’s all
about. "If It Does Turn Out I Do
Have It," manages to be both brave
and funny. A little more variety in
the music to bring it up to the ’90s

would add more reality.
Joseph Taro is a man who has
seen it all including singing on
geriatric cruise liners. He mugs and
flirts with the crowd all through
"Favorite Faded Jeans" and has the
audience stomping and swaying in
"My Beautiful Children." His voice
is powerful and expressive like his
eyebrows, which work independently of each other.
Either his shaver broke or this is
a new beard, but Ron Johnson,
who played the tough guy, had
something spotty on his chin all
evening. His "If Poetry Replaced
Sex" said it all
about him. "If
subtle was intelligent, he just
won vulgar."
Playing Mr.
California was
Todd Menard
who also got
into leather and
reflective specs.
Menard handled the ballads.
voice
His
became hoarse
as the hour got late. He turned red
as he reached for the high notes.
The stage used a few panels of
Tibetan mountains for a backdrop.
The musical accompaniment of
taped synthesizer by Bob Bauer
was adequate.
In these times of AIDS, waiting
for the lab report becomes a
descent into dark corners for the
answers. "Dirty Dreams" is a way
to pass the time.

THEATER

Velina Nurse

Marvin Hamlisch conducts a number from

All the while, Hamlisch cracked
jokes about it being one of the few
times he’s worn a tuxedo in a gym,
and the fact that he was hungry for
popcorn.
The highlight of the concert came
when Hamlisch performed his RentA-Composer act.
"Everyone’s running around with a
title in their head:: he explained. "All
they need is a middle-aged spectacled
composer to write a hit song."
Fulfilling his duties as the Rent-AComposer, the lights came on and
Hamlisch took title suggestions from a
laughing audience.
With the first two suggestions, "I’m
Fabulous" and "From Julliard to the
Gym," he ingeniously created a song
on the spot involving both titles. Ile
did this again with the next suggestions, "Buttered Popcorn" and

lie began the overture from "A
Chorus Line" to an outburst of
applause.
He told the audience it was egotistical to do one song of
his own after another.
"I won’t do that,"
he said, "because it’s
the wrong thing to
do. And yet..." he
did.
Vocalist Stephen
I.ehew sang his
lungs
out
to
"They’re Playing
My Song;" "The
Last Time I Felt
Like This;" "If You Really Knew
Me;" "Fallin’," the theme from Ice
Castles; "The Way We Were" and the
finale, "One Song."

Daily staff photographer

"A Chorus Line" in Friday’s concert at the Events Center
"There’s a Hole in the Ozone." The
audience roared appreciatively.
Hamlisch ended with a Gershwin,
Bernstein and Sondheim melody, "The
Songs I Wish I’d Written," and his
own "One Song" as the finale.
After a standing ovation, his encore
performance was Scott Joplin’s
"Pineapple Rag."
The two and a half hour concert
was performed again Saturday night in
the Flint Center at De Anza College.
The three remaining performances
in the SuperPops! series are: Henry
Mancini on March 6 and 7; music
from The Beatles on April 3 and 4;
and Gershwin’s Greatest Hits on May
22 and 23.
Students receive a 20 percent discount to all San Jose Symphony
Orchestra performances.

REV IEW

"Dirty Dreams of a
Clean Cut Kid"
is currently on tour.
Call Josie’s Caberet
and Juice Joint to find out
when it will be back in
the Bay Area.
(415) 861-7933

It can’t do laundry or find you a date,
but it can help you find more time for both.
The new Apple Macintosh* Classic
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers-and still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It’s a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that’s ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It’s a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive disk
’6.m a.. II
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disksallowing you to
, limoimmiopmommmo
exchange information easily with
6 6 k1400
tt,t,
almost any other kind of computer. / ; t t t t tt I 1, t t 0
t

t

1,1tk1,1,
t

In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you’ll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgradeit can be installed in just minutes
and it’s affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk,
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you’re in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan,
It’ll be time well spent.

iv//
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Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.

For all of your computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
924-1809
m.m,r,,
,11q,11 I
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WORLD EVENTS

between Israel
and Russia

MOSCOW (AP) - Standing in line outside the Israeli embassy, Ilya Raskin asked a
question that defined the dilemma felt by
many fellow Jews: Was it possible to hold
dual Israeli-Russian citizenship and still live
in Russia?
"I don’t want to immigrate to Israel now
because I don’t know whether I will find
work," said the 50-year-old doctor. "But I
don’t know what will happen in Russia and I
want my children to have all the options."
The exodus of nearly 400,000 Soviet Jews
to Israel has been dramatic, but after the initial
euphoria has come a cold reality: too few jobs
to go around.
At the same time, the Soviet turmoil has
not spawned the large-scale anti-Semitic violence many initially feared.
The upshot is that six weeks after the formal demise of the Soviet Union, many Jews
are undecided about moving to Israel. "What
people want right now is to be both here and
there," says Mikhail Chlenov, a veteran
Jewish activist in Moscow.
Out of those who have found jobs, only

State University

TODAY - Showers with a high 0( 61. TOMORROW - Cloudy
with some showers highs in the low 60s,

one-third are working in their profession.
Engineers, violinists and doctors have had to
take jobs pumping gas or waiting on restaurant tables. Many get by as street musicians.
Natan Shararislcy, the former Soviet dissident now living in Israel, last week said
"nobody cares" about the immigrants. He
said the government stipends to new immigrants barely paid the rent, and claimed more
than half are living below the poverty line.
Alexander Orlovsky, 35, who immigrated
from Minsk to Israel in 1990, said he was
promised he would find work in his field of
systems analysis.
"I cleaned apartments in the morning,
unloaded trucks in a store during the day, and
washed the dishes in a restaurant at night. My
wife became a cleaner too," he wrote last
month in the newspaper lzvestia.
Orlovsky said he considered himself lucky
to have gone to Israel early.
"Unlike the newest citizens who have to
chase the worst jobs, in 1990 we could
choose a convenient restaurant (job), closer to
home or the bus stop. There were jobs at that
time. Now there are jobs - sometimes," he
wrote.
Israel’s opposition Labor Party says the
government should stop building Jewish settlements in the occupied territories and divert
the money to immigrants. This, it says, would
also improve Israel’s chances of securing the

Woody Allen’s
new movie hits
Paris first
PARIS (AP) -Woody Allen’s latest
movie, the story of a fog -bound European
town in the grip of serial killer, makes its
world premiere in Paris Wednesday, six
weeks before its scheduled release in the
United States.
The S19 million "Shadows and Fog" with an eclectic cast that includes Madonna
and Jodie Foster - will not be seen in the
United States until March 20 because of the
financial woes of Allen’s American distributor, Orion.
"We really didn’t want to be held up, so
we decided to go ahead with a premiere in
France where Woody has always had a very
loyal following and where there is a seemingly more intelligent movie audience than we
have back home." executive producer Robert
Greenhut said in an interview with The
Associated Pre.ss in Paris.
The French have long been Allen fans. His
last picture, "Alice," drew as many viewers
here as in the I hated States.
American films usually open here between
four and six months after they appear in the

Inked States.
Shot in black and white, "Shadows and
Fog" is laced with overt references to the
works of European directors and writers such
as Fritz Lang, Federico Fellini, Ingmar
Bergman and Franz Kafka.
Set in the 1920s, it unfolds in a single
night while a traveling circus is visiting a
small central European town.
Allen plays Kleinman, a paranoid, selfdeprecating clerk who awakes from a nightmare only to relive another. Tough militia
thugs force him to wander the dark streets in
search of a strangler, but they never tell him
what he’s supposed to do. Inevitably, suspicion falls on him.
The film was shot entirely in New York,
but the narrow cobblestone streets, gaslights,
arched bridges and Kurt Weill’s score evoke
an Old NVorld atmosphere.
The star-studded cast of "Shadows and
Fog" includes Mia Farrow as a sweet-natured
sword swallower; John Malkovich as her
boyfriend; Foster, Kathy Bates and Lily
Tomlin as prostitutes; 1)onald Pleasance as a
medical examiner and Madonna as an enticing fortuneteller.

(3 Japanese prime
minister loses
election
TOKYO (AP) - An embarrassing loss in
a parliamentary election has increased the
possibility that Kiichi Miyazawa could
become the third Japanese prime minister
since 1989 to step down amid scandal.
The campaign that ended Sunday with an
overwhelming defeat for the ruling Liberal
Democratic Party focused on the latest in a
series of money-for-favors scandals that have
blackened the conservative party’s image.
"The administration of Prime Minister
Kiichi Miyazawa appears doomed unless it
takes a resolute step to bring to light the entire
picture" of the current scandal, The Japan
’limes said in an editorial Monday.
The fate of the party itself is E0S6.1, however. Scandal after scandal, the Liberal
Democrats have controlled Parliament’s lawmaking Lower House for 37 years.
"l’he by-election for an Upper House seat

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT NOME!
Many opportunities presently open.
without investment. For
exceptionally profitable details:
Rush stamped addressed
envelope to: JHP Advertising.
Box 241540. San lose, CA 951.54
VALENTINES BALLOON SPECIALS
Place your sweethearts
balloon order by Feb 124
receive 10% off your order
We have a wide selection of
bouquets & gift baskets
We deliver! Call now.
A BALLOON AFFAIR
629-4234
WANTED: PSYCHOLOGY
VOLUNTEERS
Reach out 3 hours per week as a
Community Friend, providing social
support to those suffering from
mental illness. Great
experience for psych majors
We train_ (408)436-0606.
AMAZING SECRETS REVEALED!!!
Get free grants up to 5500,000.
Rom US Gov’t. and not pay a penny
back! Get 10-20 secured credit
cards at only 8% with $4000
instant credit Complete listing of
govt job openings from 5256-63k
For information write to I C.S Box
3205. Saratoga, CA 95070-1205
RACQUETBALL
PARTNERS WANTED
Novice and D Level Call DavidH: 246-3688 or W. 764-2640’
EARN $18 for pour fraternity.
Sorority. club or business by selling
sdliscreened teturts or sweatshirts
w/ your custon design or logo,
(6 color max) Quality printing
conveniently located in Santa Clara.
Call Brainstorm Greprdes for a
quote today!!! 4984343.
CAIN FOR EDUCATION. More than
51.000.000,000. in financial aid is
available to students annually
I.C.S. Corp. can find 6 to 25
sources of financial assistance
geared specifically to you. For free
and complete information, wilts to:
1.C.S. Corp. P.O. Box 3205
Saratoga CA. 95070.
Time is a terrible thing to waste.’
Do it now
AFRICAN CONNECTIONS
Books and unique African gins
463 So Bascom Ave
San lose, CA 95128 279-3342.
8100.00 REWARD for information
leading to witness of the fact that
[Pimples. 80 E, San Carlos St had
street/11de seating on or around Oct.
9, 1989. Please call 707.544-1149
or 415-924-7909.
400 SQ. FT. OFFICE SPACE
in beautiful Victorian near
campus. $450 /mo 297-2960
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned and
X-rays - no charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now’ For brochure see
A S Office or
Call 800655.3225

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
-Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family Multi-car
CALL TODAY
296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

representing Nara in western Japan was considered the first litmus test of Miyazawa’s 3 month -old administration.
The Liberal Democrats’ candidate,
Nobuhatu Enoki, got just 178,002 votes, compared with 244,930 for the winner, Yukihisa
Yoshida.
Yoshida’s anti -corruption platform was
backed by the Rengo labor federation and the
Socialist and Democratic Socialist panics.
Miyazawa called the results. "truly regrettable."
"I humbly accept the results of this election and ... will continue my efforts to win
back confidence in politics," he said.
The prime minister already was in trouble
prior to the election.
Opposition lawmakers also want testimony on a corporate bribery scandal that forced
him to resign as finance minister in 1988.

NEWS

QUIZ

Five correct - news stud. Three
Ii) four - reads USA Today. One
to two
have you been?
0 When will students have a
chance to discuss what they
would like in a new president?
0 What was the verdict in the
Tyson trial?
0 What new sorority welcomes
everyone as members?
0 Which businesses are doing
better due to the closure of
San Carlos Street?
0 Where did flooding occur in
California due to the storm?
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Edited by John Viora, Daily wire editot
From Associated Press Wire Services

FAX: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
Makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified column of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings an not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

liresday, February 11, 1992

SJSU WEATHER:

SIO billion in U.S. loan guarantees for housing and job programs.
"What’s important is that the Jews don’t
want to stay here," Aryeh Levin. Israel’s
:unbassador to Russia, said in an interview.
"More than 1 million Jews have expressed an
active desire to immigrate to Israel ... and
that’s what matters."
Orlovsky ended his article on an upbeat
note: "I don’t think there is anything to regret.
And I’ll work as a systems analyst in Tel Aviv
yet."
Outside the Israeli Embassy, chemical
engineer Vladimir Alexandrovsky said joblessness and anti-Jewish sentiment in his
native Tatar republic had made up his mind to
emigrate.
"I know it is difficult there, but I don’t
know an easy way of life," he said.
Then, stamping his feet in the icy slush, he
laughed and added: "At least it’s wanner in
Israel."

0 Jews torn

San lose

PEYTON CIRCULATORS NEEDED
Earn $6.00- $12.00 per hour!
Will train. Full or part time.
Flexible hours. Paid daily.
Campaign Management Services.
(408)246.7406,
PRIVATE PRESCHOOL
in downtown San Jose seeks:
afternoon TEACHER w/ min. 12
units ECE exp, and preschool
AIDE w/ win 6 units ECE
for morning program.
Call Lauren 286-1533.

ROOM 4 RENT $272 Mo.+1/3 uhl
$200. dap W/D. Female preferred
Leave message at 294-8347
MENT
LARGE 1 BEDROOM
$545./mo. 185 E. San Fernando.
All util (except gas) included. Call
453-1680 (day) / 293-4421 (night).
2 RMS. FOR RENT. 8300. EACH
utilities Near school, off 280 &
Race. For more info call 294-7182
LARGE CLEAN QUIET 2 ILD./2BA.
$690. Gated garage, top floor
w/Lnew. Walk to school, 842 S. 7th
St. Call 985-8098,

FREE COLOR ANALYSIS.
makeover & skin Care analysis
Professional image consultant
Quality products at
40-75% less than retail
Small groups or individuals
Call Tracy 947-1537
WRITING. RESEARCH SERVICES.
All subjects Paper, thesis
development assistance
Qualified writers
Editing Resumes
Work guaranteed. Reasonable
Berkeley, (510) 841-5036.

TRAVEL
AMTRAK EXPANDS TRAIN SERVICE TO SAN JOSEI Beginning Dec.
12. try Amtrak’s 3 new daily trains
to Sacramento, leaving San Jose at
6 35 am., 12:10 pm. & 5:10pm.
Trains stop at Fairfield and Davis.
From Sacramento, Amtrak buses
continue directly to Auburn / Colfax
/ Truckee, Grass Valley, and
Marysville / Orovelle / Chico / Red
Bluff / Redding. One Amtrak ticket
covers both train arid bus. One-way
fare to Sacramento: $23. Jan.-April
roundtrips only $24. most days. 3
daily departures also available from
San lose to Fresno / Hanford /
Bakersfield via direct Amtrak bus to
trainside at Stockton.Call 1-800
USA.RA1L for information.

GRAD STUDENTS! Call Marsha
at 266-9448 for assistance with all
phases of Thesis/Project
preparation Editing (grammar.
punctuation, sentence structure).
tables, graphs, laser printing,
(Resume service also available)
International Students wskome!
Willow Glen area
Hours 7 am.830 p m
STUDENT PAPERS& RESUMES,
Call Mrs. Morton 2669448 Expertise On AM. MLA. Turabian formats
Will edit for correct grammar.
punctuation, & sentence structure.
prepare tables, and graphs;
print out in attractive laser type
Will also edit your DOS disk.)
International Students Welcome’
Willow Glen area Hrs 7a,- e sov

GINA’S WORDPROCESSING
Experienced P. Affordable
Term papers Theses Manuscripts
WordPerfect 5 I
Call 338-8038.
A QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, theses, resumes, let
tem. reports. All formats. Steno
sevice Pick up and delivery for
large jobs, 20 years
experience. MA in English
Call Margaret.
8 am to 8 pro,
at 251-6775.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTATTENTION STUDENTS/FACULTY
COLLEGE FUNDS FOR EVERYONE
fisheries, Earn 55000. + Iwo. Free
Let THE RIGHT TYPE solve
’Eligibility regardless of grades
transportation! Room & board! Over
your wordprocessing woes’
and income for most’
VICTORIAN STUDIO in triplex. 12th
8,000 openings. Male or Female.
Reasonable rates
St & St James $490./mo. No ’Minimum? sources guraranteed
For employment program call
Evenings and weekends
’Over $10 billion in
pets. Room in Victorian, shared
1-206.545-4155 eat 317
Willow Glen area
aid’
sector
Reed.
private
kitchen
&
bath.
6th
&
length
hoop
Full
DRESS.
WEDDING
Ask about specials’
EXPERIENCED WORD Processors.
For free into call
skirl. Ruffled off-shoulder sleeves. ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT want- 5310./mo Inc utrt Call 377.3353,
familiar with APA/Turabian
Call (4081266-1460
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAUA
408927.9299
Size 10/12 Tint. cond. Originally ed to maintain budgets, do record
Information on semester, year,
formats. Science and English
keeping, etc. for Associated Stu- ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
$500. Sell for $175. 244-5759.
WHEN THE BEST
papers our specialty. Free spell
graduate, summer and
ADVERTISE
dents Leisure Services. Typing & 3 br./2ba brand new TH in Camp
IS ALL YOU NEED.
internship programs in Perth.
check/storage. Law-cost editing
in the Spartan Daily Classified
computer skills helpful. Must be bell. 15 min drove to SJSU. Washer
PAPERS - $1 90/pg and up
and graphics Resumes and
Townsville. Sydney. and Melbourne
Ca; 924-3277
current student, work-study wel- /dryer & cable. 5350./mo. 1/3
RESUMES -51200 and up
other services available
Programs start at 53520
come. 12-15 hrs/wk flexible on WI, (PG&E). Call Karen 378,1255
Laser Printer - Spell Check
Masterson’s Word Processing,
Call 1-800-878-3696.
50% discount on all PERMANENT
campus. $5.70-6.05 start. Apply
SUMMER MGMT. INTERNSHIP
English
problems a specialty!
Virginia
Call
Paul
or
Enhance
by
TRISH
COSMETICS
MIS
S.
9TH
ST
APTS
Activities
ROYALE
by
Feb
14,
in
Student
Gain
now
taking
place.
interviews
Open evenings and weekends.
2510449
your natural beauty’, EYE LINER& Services Also need student Now renting! 2 bdrm/lbath near
valuable experience managing all
Minutes from campus’
OFFICIALS for intramural basket- SJSU. Modern appliances. Free EYEBROWS-LIPS-CHEEKS-SMALL
aspects of a successful business
408/2544565
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
ball, soccer & softball - eves & cable TV Call 971.0869. Office hrs. SCARS BLENDED Expires 5.3192
Average gross profit 511.287
AFFORDABLE EXPERIENCED
Word Processing, Term Papers
408479-3500
M-Th, 5 pm. to 8 pm, Sat. 9 am. to
weekends Call 924-5950.
Last chance for interviews.
PROFESSIONAL
Theses, Graduate Work. APR &
wordprocessing’ Term papers
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
2 pm Rent starts at $750,
Call Triple ’A’ Student Painters for
WORDPROCESSING SERVICE.
reports. group Papers, resumes,
Turabian Desktop Publishing,
621 E Campbell Ave 817
TEACHER FOR LIC. PLAY CENTER
information now. 1-800-394-6000.
Theses, term papers. reports
Graphic Design & Layout
letters, theses, laserphnter.
Campbell, Ca 95008
VILLAGE APARTMENTS 576 S
for 2-10 year olds. Mtn 6 ECE
resumes. letters.
Laser Output
etc. All formats plus AK
Fifth Street. 2 bedroom/1 bath
units required. Flexible hours.
RETAIL/CUSTOMER SERVICE
Save time - Fax your edits to me
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Spellcheck, punctuation &
MEN - WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
starting at $750.00 Free cable TV
Days and Weekends. KIDSPARK
200 New Jobs for New Year
Quick return
VIRG:LIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
grammar assistance.
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Laundry. Barbeoue area Under,
So. San Jose -281-8880
Intel housewares chain PT. FT,
15 years experience.
Near Oakridge Mall
All work guaranteed’
Stop shavirg, waxing, tweezing. or
ground parktrg. Recreation room
Fremont - (510) 792-9997.
flex, hrs.. eves. & weekends Pose
5.1, Laser printout
WordPerfect
Call
224439S,
PAM
247
2681,
8am
8pm
using
chemicals,
Let
us
2
blocks
from
campus
train!
No cap nec Will
Call Marie at
for worry free professional
permanently remove your
Sandy 295-6893
STUDENT FOR LT. HOUSEWORK.
GUARANTEED MINIMUM
971-6231
dependable service
CALL UNDA TODAY
unwanted hair. BACK-CHESTgood cook, have car & good record.
STARTING PAY RATE $11.25.
for experienced, professional
LIP-BIKINI-CHIN-TUMMY- ETC
Family. 15 hr/wk $9 hr 3785219.
Students paid internships &
I’D LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING.
IMPROVE YOUR (IPA. PROF. W/P
wordProcessing Theses, term
Students 8, faculty 15% discount.
scholarships avail 977.3661.
Resumes, theses, papers, busness
Papers. group projects. etc.
Term wipers. letters, resurnes.
1st. appt. 1/2 price of made by
NEED EXTRA INCOME FOR 19927
All
formats
including
APA.
Lot near Moorpark & Saratoga
plans
Grammar
/spelling
Today
Gone
5/31/92.
Hair
51000
weekly
TUTORING:
Basic
math
to
Calc
2.
Earn
$500
57.00- 8.00 PER HOUR
Call Mary lane
Quick return.
Transcription Laser printer,
Tomorrow, 621 E. Campbell Ave
Reasonable rates. Specialize in
stuffing envelopes For details
Fulttime or Parttime
9854E19
Transcription services available.
FREE Pick up & delivery.
017, Campbell. (408) 3793500
onetoone. 5 yrs. exp. Math minor.
Rush $1 00 with SASE to
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS,
Almaden / Branham area,
Low rates.
Gwen, Trish or Marlice,
Bilingual (Spanish) 225 41441,
01H Group Inc
Excellent benefits
Phone
264-4504
(408)747-0335
Registered Electrologists.
Credit union
1019 Lk. Sherwood’
Orlando. FL 32818.
Vacation pay.
Free uniforms or non uniformed.
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Referral bonus
Fraternities, sororities, student
Apply Mon Fri 8 am. 5 pm.
clubs Earn up to $1000 in one
Vanguard Security Services
week Plus receive a $1000 bonus
3212 Scott Blvd Santa Clara
yourself And a FREE WATCH just
Betw. San Tomas/Olcott new 101.
for calling 1800.932 0528 eat 65.
ORIENTATION LEADERS row berg
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)
POSTAL SOBS AVAILABLE!
recruited for Summer 1992 Orientation Programs on campus SALARY. Many positions Great benefits Call
800 3363388 Ext P-3310,
Applications available in Student
Actrovites and Servwes.
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
Deadline February 21
female roommate to live with as a
Questions’ Call 924.5950
companion For further information.
TUTORS NEEDED SO./HOUR call Brian, after 4prn. at 298-2308
Eng , Journalism or ESL majors
bilingual English/Spanish preferred
Send resume to Marcia Andrews,
National HispeniC University,
135 E Gish Rd.. San Jose 95112 CLEAN, VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Nice 3 bedroom/2 bath. $850./mo.
No phone calls piease
Name
529 S 10th Mgr e2 or 996-5485,
AD RATES, mitrimum 3 L IN/ S ON ONE DAY
PASTA MIA RESTAURANT
ROOM 4 RENT 1 blk from campus
iLocated on Light Rail,
Address
One Two Three Four Five
Share bath & kitchen $350./mo
Accept wig applications for partDay Days Days Days Days
Announcements
time cashier and kitchen posrtions. Free parking’ Call 209.826.0647
Fun, fast paced atmosphere Must
Automotive
3 lines $500 $6.00 $700 $6 00 $9.00
City-Stale
Zip
be energetic. enthusiastic, depend- ROOM 41 BOARD $200./mo. Lt
_Computers
able and neat in appearance Apply housekeeping 8-10 WS /wk, Los
4 lines $600 $7.00 $600 $9.00 $10.00
Gatos family 356,5615. 748-4934
in person at PASTA MIA:
For Sale
2565 No First Street (at Trimble).
Phone
5 lines $700 $8.00 $900 $10.00 $11.00
Greek
2 22/22A. prvt. rm 4 rent. Cable,
/
pool, spa, laundry 7 min to SJSU
6 lines $800 $900 $10.00 $11.00 $12.00
LOOKING FOR SPECIAL ED or
_Help Wanted
$313. mu Noce & clean 275.9550
psychology student to be a
_Housung
SIND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER III:
Each additional line $1 00
CAMPANION this summer for my
750 II. 11TH STREET APTS.
mildly retarded 12 yr old son
Lost and Found
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
Each additional day $1 00
2 txtrm/2 bath Start $745.
Hours would be 8 am-5 pro, daily
Services
Walk or ride bike to school,
San Jose State University
Some weekends end overnights
RATES,
ALL
ISSUES
SEMESTER
_Stereo
Cable T V. available Laundry
Applicant reeds to be CREATIVE,
San Jose, California 95192-0149
facilities. Security entrance,
flexible. POSITIVE and ACCEPTING
Travel
5.9 lines: $70.00 * 10.14 lines. $90.00
Remodeled, roomy & very clean.
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bental Hal Room 209 Deadline: TWO
of disabled people. Car is a must
_Wordprocessing
15.19 knee $110 00
Call Richard or Denise at 288-9157
days before publication
References required Good salary
Consecutive publications dates only No rotunda
or leave message for manager
on cancelled ads
Call Charlotte: (415196005313.
Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

WORDPROCESSING

SERVICES

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!

HOUSING
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Please check ,/
your classification:
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Spartans snuff out Dons in weekend series
By Jason Rothman
Daily am and entertanunent edge(

SC011 Sady

Daily staff photo

ey

On a day that domes were made
for, the SJSU Spartans shut down the
University of San Francisco Dons 6-1
Sunday at Municipal Stadium, sweeping the weekend series and improving
their record to 3-0.
It was also a day of pitiful pitching
on the Dons’ part and great pitching
by the Spartans.
Junior Joey Chavez won his first
start of the season, completing seven
innings with no earned runs and nine
strike outs.
Dons pitcher Travis Walter only
went three innings, giving up four runs
and five walks.
"We haven’t looked good in the
past two games," said Dons head
coach Ken Bowman. "We were walking too many players, and it proves
that if you throw strikes, you win
games."
The game was close until the third
inning when the Dons’ pitching fell
apart. Walter opened the inning by hitting lead-off batter Mark O’Brian
(who has been hit five times in three
games). O’Brian went to second on a
wild pitch and was knocked to third by
center fielder Jason Bugg’s single.
O’Brian practically walked home
on another wild pitch.
Walter walked two more batters,

loading the bases, and right fielder
David Miller knocked in the second
run of the inning with a sacrifice fly to
deep left center field.
By the end of the inning, SJSU was
leading 4-0 on only one hit.
USF threatened to make it a game
in the sixth inning when Chavez loaded the bases on a single blooper and
two walks. He regained his composure
and struck out designated hitter Aaron
Jones and third baseman Mark Frizzi
to end the inning.
"Chavez went seven quality
innings," said SJSU Head Coach Sam
Piraro. "And we did enough to win."
In the eighth inning USF scored its
only run when Scott Rapposelli hit a
double to right center field, off Doug
Hendrickson, and Jon French hit
another double to the same spot.
Senior Donnie Rea showed he was
able to bounce back from elbow
surgery last year when he pitched the
ninth inning with no walks and two
strike outs.

"I thought he haat a good fast ball,
and he threw at least three outstanding
curve balls." Piraro said.
It was a win on a day that was not
made for baseball. The 60 mph wind
gusts hindered both teams’ ability to
hit the long ball and it was a day that
made curve balls move an extra foot.
"Our game plan was to hit hard
grounders and line drives," Piraro said.
"After three games we are doing all
right, but our two-strike hitting is not
as strong as we need."
After three games Bugg is off to a
screaming start, knocking in seven
runs in eight at-bats with a .769 on base percentage. Designated hitter
Kraig Constantino is also off to a good
start with a .545 batting average and
eight runs batted in, including an estimated 450-foot home run Saturday at
USE
The Spartans meet California State
University, Hayward. today in
Hayward at 2 p.m.

’After three games we are doing all right,
but our two-strike hitting is not as
strong as we need.’
Sam Piraro
SJSU head haseliall coach

SJSU second baseman Mark O’Brian picks off USF second baseman Jon French in the fourth inning

Recycle the Daily

SJSU drops to 1-9 in Big West
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half. The game was over at halftime
"Our first-half execution was as
good as it gets," UOP Head Coach Bob
Thomason said. "Tony (Amundson)
was unconcious."
Prior to the UOP game, SJSU was
looking confident. Yet, having a week
to prepare for the Tigers, the Spanans
put together a lackluster performance.
"I was very disappointed in our
intensity." Morrison said. "We were
always a step behind." The Spartans
were led in scoring by forward Jason
Allen, who had 13 points. Starting
guards Terry Cannon and Trevor Pope
shot a combined 6-for-20 from the floor
for the game. UOP earned their first
road win in over a year and improved
their Big West Conference record to 46

Volvo tennis
wraps up week
of competition
hum Courier’s new No. I
ranking in the world would have
been at stake Sunday night at the
Civic Auditorium, he may have set
a new record.
For shortest stay at the top. One
day.
Luckily for Courier, it wasn’t.
Currently ranked No. 16 in the
world, Michael Chang quickly
dispensed of Courier 6-3, 6-3 in the
finals of the 5260,000 men’s
professional tennis tournament in
San Francisco.
"Nobody really gave Michael
any competition," ( ourier said after
the match.
Ile was right. Chang didn’t lose a
set all week.
The one -hour-36-minute match
Sunday displayed some heroic play
by both Courier and Chang, but
Courier came up short.
Courier, donning his traditional
white baseball hat, never really
seemed to get his game together. Ile
lost key points that eventually added
up to a win for Chang.
Chang, 19, also won this
tournament in 1988. The solid,
muscle-bound (’hang mixed up his
game dramatically for this
tournament.
Ile varied his serving and
repeatedly blew 110-mph serves
past Courier. He also charged the
net much more than he has in the
past 20 times alone in Sunday’s
match -up.
Chang, after his win against Brad
Gilbert on Saturday, said he would
prefer to play Courier rather than
Derrick Rostagno, not knowing the
outcome of Saturday’s semi-finals.
Ile got his wish after Courier’s
victory over Rostagno.
"I would like the opportunity to
upset the new No. 1 player in the
world," Chang said Saturday. Ile
did just that.
Courier’s loss in the finals didn’t
appear to phase him too much.
After all, he is still No. 1 in the
world, right?
Both well-spoken and gracious,
Chang and Courier epitomized
courtesy in their post-match
interviews.
Courier even thanked the hallkids for chasing down all the halls
throughout the tournament.
The exchanges between the two
were friendly and lighthearted, full
of respect for the others’ ability.
Chang pocketed 533.000 for his
victory and Courier netted $19.000
for placing second.
The final match between Chang
and Courier was played before a
sellout crowd of 6,412. Attendance
for the week was 63,244, breaking
last year’s record attendance of
61.408.
All in all, the match and the
overall Volvo Thurnament added up
to quality entertainment for the
crowd and displayed the stellar play
of all the athletes involved.
Chang can rest easy knowing he
is capable of heating the No. 1
player in the world and Courier can
bask in the glow of his newly
appointed title.

Sheila Dawkins Daily staff pholographer
Junior forward Kevin Logan fights for hall against UOP Saturday
By Jim Silva
for-16 from the field and hit six threeDaily staff writer
point shots in the game. Amundson hit
’lite crash -test dummies that were 9 -of-1(1 first-half field goals and was 5part of the "I3on’t Drink and Drive" for-6 from the three-point range to lead
half-time show Saturday night weren’t
l()P to a 52-28 half-time lead.
the only ones who looked like they
SJSU Head Coach Stan Morrison
crashed into a concrete wall.
felt the Spartans were intimidated by
Led by l)ell Demp’s season-high 30 IlOP’s quick start."They tore our heart
points and ’limy Amundsen’s 23 first- out right away," Morrison said. "They
half points. University of the Pacific beat us in every department"With the
crushed SJSU 98-64 at the Events score tied at 11 after four and a half
Center. Dorms and Amundson spear- minutes, SJS11 looked to be in the
headed an incredible first-half shooting game. Then Amundson began firing in
performance that stunned the crowd three -pointers and the Tigers drew off
and ended the Spartan’s hopes for a to a double-digit lead. Demps put UOP
second consecutive win. /
ahead by 24 at halftime when he hit a
Demps, a 6-foot -4 guard, went II - three-pointer with 54 seconds left in the

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

SWEETHEART
PICTURES
February 11&12
10am to 3pm
Photographer will be taking

()c) FREE
VALENTINE’S
PHOTOS)
with any SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
purchase of $30 or more
made on February 10, 11 or 12
(receipt required)
Photos courtesy of
QUALEX and SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
where you now receive a
FREE 2nd set of prints
with film developing.

Co-ed Scholastic Honor Fraternity
TA(T)
TAU DELTA PHI
(requires a minimum 3.2 GPA and 30 semester units)

INFORMATIONAL MEETING
Now Accepting New Members
Tuesday, Feb. 11 at 6 p.m.
Loma Prieta Room, Student Union
(come see our table in front of Student Union)
,..1(.41,4oliegolioli
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ASSOCIA1ED STUDENTS
OF SJSU
Associated Students of SJSU
GET INVOLVED IN THE FIGHT FOR
AFFORDABLE FEES

FUNDING FOR YOUR STUDENT PRoGRAMS
AND EVENTS

Join the Associated Students and Students United for
Accessible Education in circulation a petition on campus
to oppose the 40% Fee Increase. We must get 5000
signatures by February 18 to send a message to the CSt
Finance Committee. Any students interested in circulat
ing petitions or needing information come to the
Associated Students office, 3rd Floor Student Union or
call 924-6240. 1
DON’T GIVE CSU
STUDENTS THE
AXE!!

Student clubs and organizations recognized by Student
Activities and Services, or the Associated Students can
qualify for funding through the Associated Students
SPECIAL ALLOCATIONS process. Stop by
theAssociated Students Office for more information and
a funding request packet, 3rd Floor Student Union or call
924-6240.

BRING THE STUDENT PERSPECTIVE TO OUR
LEGISLATORS IN SACRAMENTO!

TIIER F’S MORE TO COLLEGE THAN JUST Tt II
COMMUTE!

Students are invited to attend the annual California State
Students Association Legislative Conference and Lobby
Day at the State Capitol. Express your views about
proposed fee increases, class cuts, lack of accessibility
and other concerns.
WHAT:
WHEN:
WHERE:
WHO:

STUDENT LOBBYING TRIP
FEBRUARY 22, 23,24
AT THE STATE CAPITOL,
SACRAMENTO
ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS

Interested students must sign up at the Associated
Students Office, 3rd Floor Student Union, by 5:00pm
on Monday, February 17, 1992. For more information
call Jon Fleischman or Blair Whitney at 924-6240

Get involved in the over 40 committees and position
on campus which allow students an active role in
shaping SJSU.
vs/110:
WHAT.
WHEN

*applications also being accepted for all other
committee positions
WHERE:

TELL US WHAT YOU WANT IN A NEW
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT
The Associated Students needs student input in the
Presidential Selection Process. Bring any concerns 01
ideas to the Associated Students Council Chambers on
February II, 1992 from 111X1 - 1:00pm, or call Nieolc
Launder at 924-6240

THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR
-Director of Academic Affairs
-Director of Students’ Rights and
Responsibilities
-Academic Senate
-Program Board Publicity Directot
-Election Board
-Student Union Board of Directors

STOP BY THE ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS OFFICE, 3RD FLOOR IN
THE STUDENT UNION, OR CALITasha Souza, DIRECTOR OF
PERSONNEL, AT 924-6240

